Characterization of a low density cytoplasmic membrane subfraction isolated from Escherichia coli.
We have used freeze fracture electron microscopy to study the distribution of membrane proteins in the cytoplasmic membrane of Escherichia coli W3110. While these proteins were distributed randomly at the growth temperature (37 degrees C), there was extensive protein lipid segregation when the temperature was lowered, resulting in bare patches containing no visible particles (protein), and areas of tightly packed or aggregated particles. To understand the segregation process, we have separated the bare patches from the particle rich membrane areas. Lysis of spheroplasts at 0 degrees C leads to cytoplasmic membrane fragments with different amounts of membrane particles per unit area; such fragments have been separated on isopycnic sucrose gradients. The bare patches occurred as low density membranes which were completely devoid of particles. They were compared to normal density cytoplasmic membranes with respect to fatty acid composition, protein distribution as determined by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and their content of several cytoplasmic membrane marker enzymes. The phospholipid to protein ratio of low density membranes was five times greater than that of normal membranes; unsaturated fatty acids were more abundant in the low density membranes. Most proteins had disappeared from the low density membranes. One protein, which had an apparent molecular weight of 26000 on sodium dodecyl sulfate gels appeared to be concentrated in the low density membranes; it accounted for about 50% of the total protein found in this membrane fraction. Of the cytoplasmic membrane markers tested, NADH oxidase and succinate dehydrogenase were excluded, while D-lactate dehydrogenase remained, and even appeared to be concentrated in the low density membranes. These results indicate that while most membrane proteins are associated with the fluid portion of the bilayer, some proteins evidently associate preferentially with phospholipids in the gel or frozen state.